Large print labels
Please return after use
Unknown photographer

**Man Holding up Unidentified Object Tied with Rope**  c. 1925
gelatin silver print

From series: Hermann J. Asmus Collection, Asia and Australia, 1907–1939
Pictures Collection

---

**Charles Bayliss** (1850–1897)

**Five Unidentified Surveyors at Camp Site, New South Wales**
between 1880 and 1897
From album: *New South Wales Photographs, 1880–1897*
albumen silver print

Pictures Collection

---

**Walter Burley Griffin** (1876–1937)

**Exterior Views of Castlecrag Houses and Surveyor with Theodolite in Foreground, New South Wales**
between 1920 and 1923
gelatin silver print

From series: Eric Milton Nicholls Collection, c. 1910–1966
Pictures Collection
Unknown photographer

**Surveyor at Work on the North–South Railway, Central Australia**
between 1905 and 1928
gelatin silver print

From series: Francis Birtles Motor Car Tour Collection, c. 1899–1928
Pictures Collection

Unknown photographer

**Observation Tent (Bookooloo), Gibson’s Camp, 50 Metres North of Port Augusta, South Australia** 1914
gelatin silver print, postcard

From series: Postcards from South Australia, 1914
Pictures Collection

Attributed to Iris Spinks

**Ken’s Survey Boys** 1936
From album: *Ken and Iris Spink’s Collection of Photographs, Central New Guinea, 1933–1936*
gelatin silver print

Pictures Collection
Unknown photographer

James Barrie, Surveyor, Sharebroker and Commission Agent, with His Surveying Equipment, Staff and a Girl, Possibly from the Ellis Family, Outside Barrie’s Weatherboard Office, Tambaroora Street, Hill End, New South Wales 1872 or 1873
In album: Album of Photographs of Gold Mining, Buildings, Residents and Views at Hill End and Environs, New South Wales, 1872–1873
albumen silver print

From series: B.O. Holtermann Archive of Merlin and Bayliss Photographic Prints of New South Wales and Victoria, 1872–1888
Pictures Collection

Australian Department of Home Affairs, Lands and Surveys Branch

Portrait of Federal Capital Site Surveyors, Four Seated and Two Standing, Camp Hill, Canberra 1910
In album: Photographs of the Federal Capital Site, 1909–1910
gelatin silver print

Pictures Collection
Jeff Carter (1928–2010)

Henry Grace’s Notation of the Call of a Rufus Whistler and the Whistle He Made to Imitate it between 1964 and 1966
gelatin silver print

Pictures Collection

Jeff Carter (1928–2010)

Henry Grace Using His Homemade Ear Trumpets to Listen to Birdsongs between 1964 and 1966
gelatin silver print

Pictures Collection

Jeff Carter (1928–2010)

A Collection of Whistles Handmade by Henry Grace to Imitate Various Birdsongs between 1964 and 1966
gelatin silver print

Pictures Collection
Nash-Boothby Studios, Melbourne

Chair with Fabric Upholstery, Front View, Government House, Canberra  1927
gelatin silver print

From series: Photographs of Prime Minister’s Lodge and Government House, Canberra, 1927
Pictures Collection

Nash-Boothby Studios, Melbourne

Chair with Fabric Upholstery, Government House, Canberra  1927
gelatin silver print

From series: Photographs of Prime Minister’s Lodge and Government House, Canberra, 1927
Pictures Collection

Nash-Boothby Studios, Melbourne

Dining Extension Table, Government House, Canberra  1927
gelatin silver print

From series: Photographs of Prime Minister’s Lodge and Government House, Canberra, 1927
Pictures Collection

Nash-Boothby Studios, Melbourne

Dressing Table with Three Drawers and Stool, Government House, Canberra  1927
gelatin silver print

From series: Photographs of Prime Minister’s Lodge and Government House, Canberra, 1927
Pictures Collection
Nash-Boothby Studios, Melbourne

**Bedstead with Embossed Crown in Centre, Government House, Canberra** 1927
gelatin silver print

From series: Photographs of Prime Minister’s Lodge and Government House, Canberra, 1927
Pictures Collection

Nash-Boothby Studios, Melbourne

**China Display Cabinet, Government House, Canberra** 1927
gelatin silver print

From series: Photographs of Prime Minister’s Lodge and Government House, Canberra, 1927
Pictures Collection

Interstate Press Photo Service, Melbourne

**Gold Cup, Government House, Canberra** 1927
gelatin silver print

From series: Photographs of Prime Minister’s Lodge and Government House, Canberra, 1927
Pictures Collection

Nash-Boothby Studios, Melbourne

**Silverware on Four Shelves, Government House, Canberra** 1927
gelatin silver print

From series: Photographs of Prime Minister’s Lodge and Government House, Canberra, 1927
Pictures Collection
Rembrandt Studios, Melbourne

**Canberra Ceremonial Mallet** between 1920 and 1927
sepia-toned print

From series: Eric Milton Nicholls Collection, c. 1910–1966
Pictures Collection

Rembrandt Studios, Melbourne

**Canberra Ceremonial Casket** between 1920 and 1927
sepia-toned print

From series: Eric Milton Nicholls Collection, c. 1910–1966
Pictures Collection

Wolfgang Sievers (1913–2007)

**Tableware Produced by Mytton’s Cutlery, Melbourne** 1939
gelatin silver print

From series: Wolfgang Sievers Photographic Archive, 1938–1991
Pictures Collection

Wolfgang Sievers (1913–2007)

**Display of Glass Bottles Produced by ACI, Australian Glass Manufacturers, Melbourne** 1961
gelatin silver print

From series: Wolfgang Sievers Photographic Archive, 1938–1991
Pictures Collection
Wolfgang Sievers (1913–2007)

Crystal Decanter and Glassware Produced by ACI Sydney 1981

gelatin silver print

From series: Wolfgang Sievers Photographic Archive, 1938–1991
Pictures Collection

Harold Cazneaux (1876–1953)

Interior View of Eryldene House, with Hallstand, Vase and Framed Picture, Gordon, New South Wales c. 1930

gelatin silver print

From series: Hardy Wilson Collection, 1900–1955
Pictures Collection

Wes Stacey (b. 1941)

Bedroom of Kings Plains Homestead, Glen Innes, New South Wales

between 1968 and 1972

digital reproduction from negative

Pictures Collection

Wes Stacey (b. 1941)

Kitchen of Ellenthalorpe Hall, Ross, Tasmania

between 1968 and 1972

digital reproduction from negative

Pictures Collection
Wes Stacey (b. 1941)

Cornish Wooden Dresser and Display of Pewter in Dining Room at Chateau Tahbilk, Nagambie Region, Victoria between 1968 and 1972
digital reproduction from negative

Pictures Collection

Henry King (1855–1923)

Sheraton-period Card Table in Hardy Wilson’s Flat, Darlinghurst, New South Wales 1912
In album: Interior of Hardy Wilson’s Flat in Liverpool Street, Darlinghurst, New South Wales, 1912
gelatin silver print

From series: Hardy Wilson Collection, 1900–1955
Pictures Collection

Juno Gemes (b. 1944)

Robert Harris’ Desk, Glebe, Sydney 1993
gelatin silver print

Pictures Collection
**Charles Hoadley** (1887–1947)

*Interior of Hut, Australasian Antarctic Expedition* between 1911 and 1914

gelatin silver print

From series: Sir Douglas Mawson Collection of Antarctic Photographs, 1908–1937
Pictures Collection

---

**Frank Hurley** (1885–1962)

*Kitchen with Long Stovepipe Venting through Roof, Saucepans, Window, Jug and Mittens* between 1911 and 1917
digital reproduction from glass lantern slide

From series: Hurley Negative Collection, 1910–1962
Pictures Collection

---

**Unknown photographer**

*Petersen Nansen Insulated Water Bottle* between 1911 and 1914

platinum print

From series: Sir Douglas Mawson Collection of Antarctic Photographs, 1908–1937
Pictures Collection

---

**Olive Cotton** (1911–2003)

*Glasses* 1937
gelatin silver print

Pictures Collection
**John Meredith** (1920–2001)

**Peter Clark’s Locket** 1987

*gelatin silver prints*

From series: Real Folk Portrait Photographs, 1953–1992

Pictures Collection

**Damian McDonald** (b. 1971) for National Library of Australia

**Cherub Still Playing Celestial Music among the Devastation at Tidbinbilla Nature Reserve, Canberra, January 2003**

*digital print*

From series: Canberra Fires, January 2003

Pictures Collection

**Gypsy Pennefeather** (b. 1949)

**Close up of the Statue in the Clients’ Lounge** 1989

*type C print*

From series: Interiors of Aphrodites Brothel in Northbridge, Perth, 1989

Pictures Collection

**William Yang** (b. 1943)

**Little Toys, Martin Road** 1977

*gelatin silver print*

From series: Patrick White and His Circle, 1977–1989

Pictures Collection
**Harold Cazneaux** (1878–1953)

**The Doll** 1923
gelatin silver print

From formed collection: Cazneaux Collection
Pictures Collection

**Unknown photographer**

**Six Dolls with Flowers and a Cactus, Cuppacumbalong, Australian Capital Territory** c. 1893
digital reproduction from glass negative

From series: De Salis, Farrer and Champion Families Photograph Collection, Australian Capital Territory and New South Wales, c. 1880–1945
Pictures Collection

**Unknown photographer**

**Two Dolls with a Potted Cactus, Cuppacumbalong, Australian Capital Territory** c. 1893
digital reproduction from glass negative

From series: De Salis, Farrer and Champion Families Photograph Collection, Australian Capital Territory and New South Wales, c. 1880–1945
Pictures Collection

**Max Dupain** (1911–1992)

**Old Dolls Resprayed** c. 1955
gelatin silver print

Pictures Collection
Arthur William Emmerton

Child’s Pedal Car  c. 1915
digital reproduction from glass negative

From series: Alan Hicks Collection of Photographs, 1910–c. 1939
Pictures Collection

Unknown photographer

Children Playing with Wheeled Toys during Free Play,
7–9 am  1939
In album: Photographs, Sydney Day Nurseries and
Nursery Schools, 1939
gelatin silver print
From series: Papers of Alexander Gore Gowrie, 1835–1987
Manuscripts Collection

Unknown photographer

Prize Awarded to Sarah Chinnery for Designing a Costume,
Victoria  2002
type C print

From series: Sarah Chinnery Photographic Collection of New Guinea, England and Australia, 1900–2002
Pictures Collection

Unknown photographer

Mascot on Radiator Cap  between 1912 and 1928
gelatin silver print

From series: Francis Birtles Motor Car Tour Collection, c. 1899–1928
Pictures Collection
Elite Studio, Geelong, Victoria

Cup Won by Miss Evelyn Beatrice Mackenzie, Aged 30, Winner of Ladies Golf Championships of Australia 1898

albumen silver print, carte-de-visite

*She won the Championships every year except 1897 when she was absent from the colony.*

From series: John Mackenzie and Family Photograph Collection, c. 1841–1933
Pictures Collection

Hammer and Co., Adelaide

Royal Exchange Cup, Adelaide Races 1850

albumen silver print, cabinet card

From series: George Selth Coppin Collection of Photographs, c. 1804–c. 1906
Pictures Collection

Batchelder and Co., Melbourne

The First Melbourne Cup Trophy 1865

albumen silver print, carte-de-visite

Pictures Collection

Frank Wild (1873–1939)

Bridge Trophies, Australasian Antarctic Expedition between 1911 and 1914
gelatin silver print

From series: Sir Douglas Mawson Collection of Antarctic Photographs, 1908–1936
Pictures Collection
Bruce Howard (b. 1936)

Running Deer Target, Williamstown, Victoria 1956
gelatin silver print

From series: Olympic Games, Melbourne, 1956
Pictures Collection

Matthew Sleeth (b. 1972)

Untitled #12, 1999 printed 2004
type C print

From series: Tour of Duty, Winning Hearts and Minds in East Timor, 1999
Pictures Collection

Richard McKinney

Pocket on Qantas Uniform Showing LRO Star,
Wings and Button, April 1945
gelatin silver print

From series: E.A. Crome Collection of Photographs on Aviation, c. 1911–1987
Pictures Collection

Rex Nan Kivell (1898–1977)

Military Medals between 1917 and 1919
digital reproduction from nitrate negative

From series: Rex Nan Kivell Collection of Negatives, 1917–1919
Pictures Collection
Anne Zahalka (b. 1957)

Robosaurus 1999
type C print

Pictures Collection
Allan Hughes

Royal Tour Lighting and a Three-storey-high ‘ER II’ Sign on the Philips Building, Sydney 1954
glass lantern slide

From series: Allan James Hughes Collection of Lantern Slides of Qantas Empire Airways, 1945–1954
Pictures Collection

Matthew Sleeth (b. 1972)

Untitled #31 2004
type C print

From series: Rosebud, Victoria, 2003–2005
Pictures Collection

Matthew Sleeth (b.1972)

Untitled #28 2004
type C print

From series: Rosebud, Victoria, 2003–2005
Pictures Collection

George Rose, Melbourne

Tattersall’s Illuminations, Duke of York Celebrations, Hobart 1901
gelatin silver print, stereoscopic card

From series: Ron Blum Collection of Rose’s Stereoscopic Views of Australia Federation Celebrations, 1901
Pictures Collection
Unknown photographer

**Domain Gates Way, Sydney** 1901
From album: *Federation Celebrations, Sydney, 1901*
gelatin silver print

Pictures Collection

Unknown photographer

**Government House Gates at Night, Sydney** 1901
From album: *Federation Celebrations, Sydney, 1901*
gelatin silver print

Pictures Collection

Unknown photographer

**Illuminations on Sydney Harbour by Night, Sydney** 1901
In album: *Australia Federation Celebrations, Street Scenes and Decorations, Sydney, 1901*
gelatin silver print

Pictures Collection

Archibald James Campbell (1853–1929)

**Bungalow Gate between Two Palms** between 1900 and 1921
gelatin silver print

From series: *A.J. Campbell Collection, 1832–1921*
Pictures Collection
Attributed to Iris Spinks

Kunda Bridge, Central New Guinea, October 1936
gelatin silver print

From series: Ken and Iris Spink’s Collection of Photographs, Central New Guinea, 1933–1936
Pictures Collection

Unknown photographer

Sundial in Garden c. 1925
gelatin silver print

From series: Hermann J. Asmus Collection, Asia and Australia, 1907–1939
Pictures Collection

William Sadler (active 1924–1940)

Plaster Model Showing Facade of Capitol Theatre, Swanston Street, Melbourne c. 1924
gelatin silver print

From series: Eric Milton Nicholls Collection, c. 1910–1966
Pictures Collection

Unknown photographer

Plaster Model of Newman College, The University of Melbourne c. 1916
gelatin silver print

From series: Eric Milton Nicholls Collection, c. 1910–1966
Pictures Collection
Unknown photographer

**Plaster Model of Newman College, The University of Melbourne**  c. 1916

gelatin silver print

From series: Eric Milton Nicholls Collection, c. 1910–1966
Pictures Collection

Commercial Photographic Co., Melbourne

**Close up of Curtain and Stage Area Decoration, Capitol Theatre, Swanston Street, Melbourne**  1924

gelatin silver print

From series: Eric Milton Nicholls Collection, c. 1910–1966
Pictures Collection

Nash-Boothby Studios, Melbourne

**Interior View of Wall and Decoration in Completed Palais de Danse by Walter Burley Griffin, St Kilda, Melbourne**  1925 or 1926

gelatin silver print

From series: Eric Milton Nicholls Collection, c. 1910–1966
Pictures Collection

Unknown photographer

**Knitlock Components**  c. 1922

gelatin silver print

From series: Eric Milton Nicholls Collection, c. 1910–1966
Pictures Collection
**Unknown photographer**

**Knitlock Wall and Roof Segments**  c. 1922
gelatin silver print

From series: Eric Milton Nicholls Collection, c. 1910–1966
Pictures Collection

**Olive Cotton** (1911–2003)

**Drainpipes**  1937
gelatin silver print

Pictures Collection

**Damian McDonald** (b. 1971) for National Library of Australia

**Anzac Parade, Showing Award-winning Street Lighting, Canberra**  
2002
digital reproduction from negative

From series: Collection of Photographs of Anzac Parade, Canberra, 2002
Pictures Collection
John Mulligan (1927–1996)

digital reproduction from acetate negative

From series: John Mulligan Photograph Collection, c. 1960–1976
Pictures Collection

John Mulligan (1927–1996)

Guardian Fire Alarms, John Heuie Restaurant, George Street North, Sydney, 17 March 1969
digital reproduction from acetate negative

From series: John Mulligan Photograph Collection, c. 1960–1976
Pictures Collection

Damian McDonald (b. 1971) for National Library of Australia

Smoke Alarm Ready to be Installed at Tidbinbilla Nature Reserve, Canberra 2003
digital print

From series: Canberra Fires, January 2003
Pictures Collection
Bruce Howard (b. 1936)

Sign outside Tiger Hotel, Tantanoola, South Australia
between 1971 and 1973
gelatin silver print

From series: Australian Pubs Collection, 1971–1973, part of Bruce Howard Collection, 1900–1980
Pictures Collection

Robin V.F. Smith (b. 1927)

Sign at the Approach to Mary Kathleen, Queensland 1959
gelatin silver print

From series: Australian Cities and Rural Areas, 1959–1966
Pictures Collection

Craig Mackenzie (b. 1969) for National Library of Australia

Protest Sign Displayed During the Apology to the Stolen Generations, Canberra, 13 February 2008
digital print

From series: Outside Parliament House during the Apology to the Stolen Generations, Canberra, 13 February 2008
Pictures Collection
**Loui Seselja** (b. 1948) for National Library of Australia

*Aboriginal Tent Embassy with Aboriginal Flag and Sign about the Sovereignty Gathering Painted on the Exterior, Canberra, 30 January 1998*

digital reproduction from negative

From series: Indigenous Peoples and Cultures of the Australian Capital Territory and Region, 1995–2001
Pictures Collection

**Bruce Howard** (b. 1936)

*Sign in Beer Garden, Surfer’s Paradise Hotel, Surfer’s Paradise, Queensland*  between 1971 and 1973

gelatin silver print

From series: Australian Pubs Collection, 1971–1973, *part of* Bruce Howard Collection, 1900–1980
Pictures Collection

**Unknown photographer**

*Advertising Billboard for ‘Dad Washing Tablets’ beside Railway Track, Melbourne*  c. 1930

gelatin silver print

From series: Nostalgic Australian Photographs, c. 1910–1975, *part of* Bruce Howard Collection, 1900–1980
Pictures Collection
June Orford (b. 1946)

Sign for Warlayirti Artists on the Tanami Road at the Turn-off to Balgo, Western Australia 2003
digital print

Pictures Collection

Darren Clark (b. 1967)

Prohibition Warning Sign at Front Gate of an Indigenous Community in Central Australia, Northern Territory, 8 June 2010
digital print

From series: Activities at Darwin and the Northern Territory Indigenous Communities, 2010
Pictures Collection

Martin Philbey (b. 1962)

Warning Sign at Big Day Out, Melbourne 2005
digital print

From series: Music Festivals and Rock Concerts, Australia, 1999–2007
Pictures Collection

Dean Sewell (b. 1971)

Road Sign Damaged during the February 2009 Bushfires with Sign Attached Warning Against Looting, Victoria 2009
digital print

From series: Victorian Bushfire Disaster, February 2009
Pictures Collection
Jon Rhodes (b. 1947)

Ceaseless Tidal Trap  2004
gelatin silver prints

Pictures Collection

Ken Dicker for Australian Information Service

Basket of Woven Grass from the Northern Territory  1946
gelatin silver print

Pictures Collection

Axel Poignant (1906–1986)

Aboriginal Men’s Dilly Bags or Maraiin Hanging on a Tree,
Liverpool River, Northern Territory  1952
gelatin silver print

Men sometimes hang their personal dilly bags on a tree if they are just foraging about, or in camp. Nobody would dare touch them, and their presence probably protects the nearby possessions, e.g. the shorts. This central bag was Nambulaea’s maraiin bag (called Wangur), in which he carried his ceremonial objects wrapped in paperbark. It has a fringe of red parrot feathers and tassles of fibre string and shredded cloth have been woven into the basket.

From series: Photographs of Aboriginal Life and Customs, including Goulburn Island South, Liverpool River, Melville Island, Bathurst Island, Milingimbi, Arnhem Land and Elcho Island Districts, 1946–1960s
Pictures Collection
Samuel Sweet (1825–1886)

Aboriginal Australian Weapons and Hunting Implements
between 1875 and 1885
In album: Album of Views of Tasmania, Victoria and South Australia, from the Private Library of Harry Grattan-Guinness, 1869–1889
albumen silver print

Pictures Collection

Henry Charles Karius (d. 1940)

Bow and Arrows 1923 or 1924
In album: Papua New Guinea Patrols in 1923 and 1924
gelatin silver print

Pictures Collection

Charles Maurice Yonge (1899–1986)

Dugong Stand with Fish Trap Walls behind, Meer Island,
Queensland 1928 or 1929
In album: Album of Views of the Torres Strait Islands,
Queensland, 1928–1929
gelatin silver print

From series: Great Barrier Reef Expedition, 1928–1929
Pictures Collection
Axel Poignant (1906–1986)

**Stingray Carved in Wood by Nanguluminj, Goulburn Island, Northern Territory** 1952
gelatin silver print

From series: Photographs of Aboriginal Life and Customs, including Goulburn Island South, Liverpool River, Melville Island, Bathurst Island, Milingimbi, Arnhem Land and Elcho Island Districts, 1946–1960s
Pictures Collection

Axel Poignant (1906–1986)

**Reverend E. Wells Looking at a Carved Post in Memory of and Representing King George VI, Milingimbi, Northern Territory** 1952
gelatin silver print

Rev. E. Wells is looking at a carved post representing King George VI. It was placed there with accompanying ceremonies at the time of his death. The action was quite spontaneous and unknown to the missionaries until after the event.

From series: Photographs of Aboriginal Life and Customs, including Goulburn Island South, Liverpool River, Melville Island, Bathurst Island, Milingimbi, Arnhem Land and Elcho Island Districts, 1946–1960s
Pictures Collection

Axel Poignant (1906–1986)

**Shark Carved in Wood by Nanguluminj, Goulburn Island, Northern Territory** 1952
gelatin silver print

From series: Photographs of Aboriginal Life and Customs, including Goulburn Island South, Liverpool River, Melville Island, Bathurst Island, Milingimbi, Arnhem Land and Elcho Island Districts, 1946–1960s
Pictures Collection
Axel Poignant (1906–1986)

Pukamuni Grave Posts, Snake Bay, Melville Island, Northern Territory, October 1948
gelatin silver print

The grave on the left with its group of posts is only a few months old. The one on the right is older and the posts have survived a bushfire, blackened. The posts, standing closely around the grave, are painted in brilliant colours red and yellow ochre, blue, white and jet black.

From series: Photographs of Aboriginal Life and Customs, including Goulburn Island South, Liverpool River, Melville Island, Bathurst Island, Milingimbi, Arnhem Land and Elcho Island Districts, 1946–1960s
Pictures Collection

Axel Poignant (1906–1986)

Barramundi Totemic Emblem or Fish Ranga from Cape Stewart, Northern Territory 1952
gelatin silver print

Found this in the mission store ... I was told it was a Barrimundi (sic) and was a totemic emblem or fish ranga from Cape Stewart. The core of the fish is a bundle of paper-bark, daubed with clay and wound round with string. The totemic design is painted over the clay-impregnated string. The eyes are shells and the tail a piece of wood. According to L. Warner in ‘Black civilisation’ Barrimundi (sic) is a yiritja moiety totem. I was told the little stick, wound round with white bird-down string was associated with the fish and represented a spear.

From series: Photographs of Aboriginal Life and Customs, including Goulburn Island South, Liverpool River, Melville Island, Bathurst Island, Milingimbi, Arnhem Land and Elcho Island Districts, 1946–1960s
Pictures Collection
John Immig (b. 1940)

Eastern Creek Recycling Plant, Gas Bottle Recycling, New South Wales 1999
gelatin silver print

From series: Eastern Creek Waste Management Centre, New South Wales, 1999
Pictures Collection

Bruce Howard (b. 1936)

Swear Bottle at the Marlborough Hotel, Central Queensland
between 1971 and 1973
gelatin silver print

From series: Australian Pubs Collection, 1971–1973, part of Bruce Howard Collection, 1900–1980
Pictures Collection

Frank Hurley (1885–1962)

Monument Adorned with Beer Bottles, Port Douglas, Queensland
1957
digital reproduction from acetate negative

From series: Hurley Negative Collection, 1910–1962
Pictures Collection

Denise Ferris (b. 1953)

The Big Apple, Batlow, New South Wales 1984
gelatin silver print

Pictures Collection
Reg Alder (1917–2003)

**Crocodile Statue in Main Street, Wyndham, Western Australia** 1994

gelatin silver print

From series: Wyndham, Western Australia, 1994, part of Regional Cities and Major Towns Project
Pictures Collection

Bob Miller (b. 1953)

**The Golden Guitar, in Front of Longyard Hotel, Tamworth, New South Wales** 1995

gelatin silver print

From series: Tamworth, New South Wales, 1995, part of Regional Cities and Major Towns Project
Pictures Collection

Ruth Maddison (b. 1945)

**Autopsy Room and Equipment Table, Prince Henry Hospital, Melbourne** 1984

selenium-toned gelatin silver print

From series: Autopsy Room and Equipment Table, Prince Henry Hospital, Melbourne, 1984
Pictures Collection
John Mulligan (1927–1996)

New 40-millilitre Medicine Measuring Cup to be Used when New Metric System is Introduced to Australia on 1 May 1965, 22 March 1965
digital reproduction from acetate negative

From series: John Mulligan Photograph Collection, c. 1960–1976
Pictures Collection

Stuart Miller (b. 1983)

A Tool Is Inserted in the Webbing between Thumb and Forefinger of a Man’s Hand during a Home Body-piercing Session in Latham, Canberra, 4 February 2005
digital print

Pictures Collection

Satoshi Kinoshita (b. 1959)

Several Handy Dusters: Hellfire Club at Blackmarket, 3 February 1994 printed 2002
gelatin silver print

From series: Satoshi Kinoshita Photographs, 1986–2000
Pictures Collection
Attributed to E.W. Searle (1887–1955)

Relics of Convict Discipline Beattie Museum, Hobart
between 1911 and 1915
In album: Tasmanian Views, Edward Searle’s Album of Photographs of Australia, Antarctica and the Pacific, 1911–1915
gelatin silver print

From series: E.W. Searle Collection of Photographs, c. 1900–c. 1955
Pictures Collection

Jeff Carter (1928–2010)

One of the First Commercially-made Spear Guns
Imported into Australia c. 1952
inkjet print

Pictures Collection

Ian Kenins (b. 1961)

Numerous Tools Surround a Work Bench,
while Overhead Hang Violins Awaiting Repair 1996
gelatin silver print

From series: The Violin Maker, 1996
Pictures Collection
Selina Ou (b. 1977)

Woodwork 2001
chromogenic photograph

Pictures Collection
New acquisition

Unknown photographer

Window Display of Musical Instruments, Sheet Music and Phonograph at Nicholson and Company Music Store, Sydney c. 1905
gelatin silver printing out paper
From series: Nicholson and Company Music Store, 342 George Street, Sydney, c. 1905 Pictures Collection

Unknown photographer

Edison Cylinder Records Stored on Shelves at Nicholson and Company Music Store, Sydney c. 1905
gelatin silver printing out paper
From series: Nicholson and Company Music Store, 342 George Street, Sydney, c. 1905 Pictures Collection
**Wolfgang Sievers** (1913–2007)

*Walton of London, Shoe Shop in Swanston Street, near Bourke Street, Melbourne* 1975

gelatin silver print

From series: Wolfgang Sievers Photographic Archive, 1938–1991
Pictures Collection

---

**Charles Bayliss** (1850–1897)

*Holtermann’s Agency Stand for Gebrueder Naglo Company (Berlin)*

*Fire Alarm Telegraph Works at an International Exhibition* 1879 or 1880

albumen silver print

From series: B.O. Holtermann Archive of Merlin and Bayliss Photographic Prints of New South Wales and Victoria, 1872–1888
Pictures Collection
E.W. Searle (1887–1955)

Photograph of a Statue of Gregory Blaxland  between 1920 and 1955
gelatin silver print

From formed collection: Ferguson Collection
Pictures Collection

Charles Bayliss (1850–1897)

Allan Cunningham Memorial, Botanic Gardens, Sydney  c. 1885
From album: New South Wales Photographs, 1880–1900
albumen silver print

Pictures Collection

Unknown photographer

Captain Cook Memorial, Hyde Park, Sydney  1879
In album: Album of Photographs of the Sydney Exhibition Building and Other Sydney Buildings, 1879
albumen silver print

Pictures Collection

Charles Bayliss (1850–1897)

La Perouse Monument, Botany Bay, Sydney
between 1873 and 1880
albumen silver print

From series: B.O. Holtermann Archive of Merlin and Bayliss Photographic Prints of New South Wales and Victoria, 1872–1888
Pictures Collection
Robert Deane (b. 1937)

Long Reign Memorial Erected by the Citizens of Moss Vale, 1,897 Argyle Street, New South Wales 1996
gelatin silver print

From series: Moss Vale, New South Wales, 1996, part of Regional Cities and Major Towns Project
Pictures Collection

William A. Bayley (1910–1981)

Clarence James Dennis Memorial at His Birthplace in Auburn, South Australia 1967
gelatin silver print

From formed collection: Bayley Collection
Pictures Collection

William A. Bayley (1910–1981)

Clarence James Dennis, Memorial Inscription at His Birthplace in Auburn, South Australia 1967
gelatin silver print

From formed collection: Bayley Collection
Pictures Collection
Francis Birtles (1881–1941)

**Wowser’s Grave Site, Northern Queensland**  between 1920 and 1928
gelatin silver print

From series: Francis Birtles’ Motor Car Tour Collection, c. 1899–1928
Pictures Collection

John Flynn (1880–1951)

**Memorial Plaque for George Laurence Busby**  between 1923 and 1929
gelatin silver print

From series: Australian Inland Mission Collection, c. 1912–c. 1955
Pictures Collection

John Flynn (1880–1951)

**Memorial Tablet for Transfer of Australian Inland Mission Hospital, Port Hedland, Western Australia, to Department of Public Health in 1937**  between 1937 and 1951
digital reproduction from nitrate negative

From series: Australian Inland Mission Collection, c. 1912–c. 1955
Pictures Collection
Raymond de Berquelle (b. 1933)

Joseph Hawdon and Charles Bonney Memorial, Welsford Street, Shepparton, Victoria 1994
gelatin silver print

From series: Shepparton, Victoria, part of Regional Cities and Major Towns Project Pictures Collection

Gordon Undy (b. 1940)

Eddie Phillot Memorial Gates, Winton Showground, Queensland 1995
gelatin silver print

From series: Winton, Queensland, 1995, part of Regional Cities and Major Towns Project Pictures Collection

Francis Birtles (1881–1941)

The Face Tree, Burke’s Head Carved on Tree Trunk near the Depot, Cooper Creek, Queensland 1916
gelatin silver print

From series: Francis Birtles’ Motor Car Tour Collection, c. 1899–1928 Pictures Collection
Francis Birtles (1881–1941)

**Fred Walker’s Tree, Burke and Wills’ Most Northerly Point, Camp 119, Northern Queensland** 1916

gelatin silver print

From series: Francis Birtles’ Motor Car Tour Collection, c. 1899–1928
Pictures Collection

Jon Rhodes (b. 1947)

**Stone Cairn at Burke’s Tree, Cooper Creek, November 2001**

gelatin silver print

From series: Burke and Wills Expedition, Sites and Memorials, 2001,
*part of* Burke and Wills Documentary Collection, 2001
Pictures Collection

Jon Rhodes (b. 1947)

**Memorial to Wills Located 20 Kilometres West of Innamincka Township, Cooper Creek, South Australia, November 2001**

gelatin silver print

From series: Burke and Wills Expedition, Sites and Memorials, 2001,
*part of* Burke and Wills Documentary Collection, 2001
Pictures Collection
Jon Rhodes (b. 1947)

Memorial to Wills, Cooper Creek, South Australia, November 2001
gelatin silver print

From series: Burke and Wills Expedition, Sites and Memorials, 2001,
part of Burke and Wills Documentary Collection, 2001
Pictures Collection

Wolfgang Sievers (1913–2007)

John F. Kennedy Memorial, Fitzroy Gardens, Melbourne 1965
gelatin silver print

From series: Wolfgang Sievers Photographic Archive, 1938–1991
Pictures Collection

Bob Miller (b. 1953)

Memorial Cross Overlooking Hermannsburg, Northern Territory 1994
gelatin silver print

From series: Hermannsburg, Northern Territory, 1994, part of Regional Cities and Major Towns Project
Pictures Collection

Mike Key (b. 1951)

War Memorial, Gormanston, Edge of Queenstown, Tasmania 1995
gelatin silver print

From series: Queenstown, Tasmania, 1995, part of Regional Cities and Major Towns Project
Pictures Collection
Glen Rees (b. 1974)

First World War Memorial 1923, Warwick, Queensland 1995
gelatin silver print

From series: Warwick, Queensland, 1995, part of Regional Cities and Major Towns Project
Pictures Collection

Unknown photographer

German Krupp SK L/40 28-centimetre Railway Gun, Known as the Amiens Gun, on Railway Siding, Canberra c. 1930
gelatin silver print

From series: Hermann J. Asmus Collection, Asia and Australia, 1907–1939
Pictures Collection

J. MacLeod

Victory 1921
In album: Designs for a National Memorial to Commemorate Australia’s Participation in the Great War and the Victory of the Allied Arms, 1921
gelatin silver print

Pictures Collection
Joe Brian for Australian News and Information Bureau

The Wounded Angel Statue, Which Has a Special Place of Honour in the Roman Catholic War Memorial Cathedral, Darwin  c. 1960
gelatin silver print

From series: Australian Information Service Collection
Pictures Collection
Ian Hill (b. 1962)

Rainbow—Interior of Barley Silo Showing Base of Conveyor Shafts 1999 or 2000
gelatin silver print

From series: Grain Silos of Western Victoria, 1999–2000
Pictures Collection

Ian Hill (b. 1962)

Murton—Covering Wheat Receival at Bunker Using Drive-over Hopper 1999 or 2000
gelatin silver print

From series: Grain Silos of Western Victoria, 1999–2000
Pictures Collection

Ian Hill (b. 1962)

Dimboola—Outloading Canola from Horizontal Shed 1999 or 2000
gelatin silver print

From series: Grain Silos of Western Victoria, 1999–2000
Pictures Collection

Denise Ferris (b. 1953)

Learning to Ride, Tumbarumba, New South Wales 1984
gelatin silver print

Pictures Collection
Wes Stacey (b. 1941)

Riding Gear on Verandah of Mundoolun Homestead, Beaudesert, Queensland between 1968 and 1972
digital reproduction from negative

Pictures Collection

Jeff Carter (1928–2010)

The Big Ball and Chain on the Ground after Clearing Vegetation, near Hamilton, Western Victoria 1966
gelatin silver print

Pictures Collection

Robert Deane (b. 1937)

Advertising Sign for Fruit and Vegetable Store, Bowral Road and Bessemer Street, Mittagong, New South Wales 1996
gelatin silver print

From series: Mittagong, New South Wales, 1996, part of Regional Cities and Major Towns Project
Pictures Collection

Samuel Sweet (1825–1886)

Native Mission Station, South Australia 1870s
In album: Australian Views 1886, 1870–1886
albumen silver print

Pictures Collection
Unknown photographer for Department of Agriculture, Victoria

Honey and Eggs 1924 or 1925
In album: The Better Farming Train, Victorian Railways, 1924–1925
gelatin silver print

Pictures Collection
Jeff Carter (1928–2010)

Bikes, Helicopter, Four-wheel Drives and Gyrocopter Lined up in Front of the Big Shed at Reola Station, New South Wales
1991 or 1992
type C print

Pictures Collection

General Motors-Holden Pty Ltd, Public Relations Department, Melbourne

Holden Cars of Various Makes and Years 1989
gelatin silver print

Pictures Collection

Attributed to G.F. Scott

Two Farmers with a John Fowler Compound Two-speed Plough and Leeds-manufactured Cable Ploughing Engine, Griffith, New South Wales, 27 October 1921
gelatin silver print

Pictures Collection
Unknown photographer

**Bellamy’s Well, South Australia**  1914
gelatin silver print, postcard

*Engine for plodding through sand. Note the pads on wheels.*

From series: Postcards from South Australia, 1914
Pictures Collection

Unknown photographer

**Man and Tray-top Automobile at Service Station, Victoria**  c. 1930
gelatin silver print

From series: Hermann J. Asmus Collection, Asia and Australia, 1907–1939
Pictures Collection

Unknown photographer

**Foden Steam Traction Engines**  c. 1930
gelatin silver print

From series: Hermann J. Asmus Collection, Asia and Australia, 1907–1939
Pictures Collection

Department of Main Roads, New South Wales

**Russell Grader**  between 1930 and 1955
gelatin silver print

From series: Historic Photographs of Roads, Tracks and Bridges, Cooma to Kosciusko, New South Wales, 1930–1955
Pictures Collection
Unknown photographer

Man beside a Truck Modified for Farm Use, Western Queensland  c. 1910
gelatin silver print
In album: Warbreccan and Currawilla Stations, Western Queensland, c. 1910

Pictures Collection

Unknown photographer

Motor Car, Shackleton Antarctic Expedition
between 1907 and 1909
gelatin silver print

From series: Photographs of the Shackleton Antarctic Expedition, 1907–1909
Pictures Collection

Arthur Laycock (1881–1960)

Holt Tractor Hauling Two Trailers Used to Transport Wool from Killara Station to Bourke before the Advent of Motor Transport
between 1914 and 1917
reproduction from negative

From series: Arthur Laycock Collection of Views of Bourke and Region, New South Wales, c. 1910–1921
Pictures Collection
A.G. Foster

**Buggy** between 1920 and c. 1945
digital reproduction from glass negative

From series: *Collection of Photographs of Sydney, 1920–c. 1945*
Pictures Collection

A.G. Foster

**Buggy** between 1920 and c. 1945
digital reproduction from glass negative

From series: *Collection of Photographs of Sydney, 1920–c. 1945*
Pictures Collection
Unknown photographer

Francis Birtles’ Bicycle and a Thirst Victim’s Grave in Central Australia between 1905 and 1912
gelatin silver print

From series: Francis Birtles Motor Car Tour Collection, c. 1899–1928
Pictures Collection

Unknown photographer

Monument of Edward Peers and His Father, John Jones Peers c. 1900
gelatin silver print

From series: Photographs of Graves and Monuments at Old Melbourne Cemetery, Melbourne, Relating to John Batman, c. 1900
Pictures Collection

Unknown photographer

Memorial Structure Created from Stones, with White Crucifix
between 1870 and 1890
albumen print

Pictures Collection
Yeoman and Co., Melbourne

Memorial Photograph between 1894 and 1900
albumen silver print

From series: Richard Ledgar Collection of Photographs, 1858–1910
Pictures Collection

Foster and Martin, Melbourne

Sir Peter Scratchley’s Casket Lying in State
at His Home in St Kilda, Melbourne 1885
albumen print

Pictures Collection

L.J. Dwyer (1892–1962)

Coffin of Prime Minister John Curtin at Parliament House,
Canberra, 6 July 1945
digital reproduction from negative

From series: Dwyer Collection of Photographs of Canberra, 1924–1959
Pictures Collection

Tony Reddrop (b. 1961)

Memorial Shrine for ‘Bazza’ Fastened to Tree
on Side of Road 2002
digital print

Pictures Collection
E.W. Searle (1887–1955)

Close View of Gravestone of Solomon and Jane Wiseman, Wisemans Ferry, Hawkesbury River, New South Wales between 1937 and 1955
gelatin silver print

From series: E.W. Searle Collection of Photographs, c. 1900–c. 1955
Pictures Collection

Unknown photographer

Gravestone of Referee Pat Hill, Toowong Cemetery, Brisbane between 1958 and 1996
gelatin silver print

From series: Arnold Thomas Boxing Collection, 1877–1996
Pictures Collection

E.W. Searle (1887–1955)

Headstone of Grave of Fred Ward, Thunderbolt, Uralla, New South Wales between 1937 and 1955
gelatin silver print

From series: E.W. Searle Collection of Photographs, c. 1900–c. 1955
Pictures Collection
Wes Stacey (b. 1941)

View of Angel Headstones, Wilcannia Cemetery, Wilcannia, New South Wales between 1968 and 1972
digital reproduction from negative

Pictures Collection
Unknown photographer

**Frost Ice Formed at -30° Fahrenheit on the Surface of the Spectroscopic Camera, Australasian Antarctic Expedition**  
between 1911 and 1914  
gelatin silver print

From series: Sir Douglas Mawson Collection of Antarctic Photographs, 1908–1937  
Pictures Collection

Unknown photographer

**Compass on Top of Snow Flower, Australasian Antarctic Expedition**  
between 1911 and 1914  
gelatin silver print

From series: Sir Douglas Mawson Collection of Antarctic Photographs, 1908–1937  
Pictures Collection

Australian National University

**Night View of the 74-inch Reflector, Mount Stromlo Observatory, Australian National University, Canberra**  
between 1958 and 1962  
gelatin silver print, postcard

Pictures Collection
Australian National University

**Mount Stromlo 50-inch Reflector, Mount Stromlo Observatory, Australian National University, Canberra** between 1958 and 1962
gelatin silver print, postcard

Pictures Collection

**Bill Brindle** (d. 1984) for Australian News and Information Bureau

**Radio Spectroscope, Located at Dapto, New South Wales, devised by Paul Wild and Colleagues of CSIRO** 1957
gelatin silver print

From series: Australian Information Service Collection
Pictures Collection

**Bill Pedersen** for Australian News and Information Bureau

**Yale Columbia Telescope, Mount Stromlo Observatory, Australian Capital Territory** between 1948 and 1971
gelatin silver print

From series: Australian Information Service Collection
Pictures Collection

**Olive Cotton** (1911–2003)

**Radio Telescope** 1963
gelatin silver print

Pictures Collection
David Moore for Australian News and Information Bureau

Radio Telescope, 210 Foot, Parkes, New South Wales 1961
gelatin silver print

From series: Australian Information Service Collection
Pictures Collection

Raymond de Berquelle (b. 1933)

Solar Dishes at White Cliffs Solar Power Station,
New South Wales 1986
type C print

Pictures Collection

Greg Power (b. 1974) for National Library of Australia

Remote-controlled Television Camera, Known as Spidercam,
that Runs on Wire over the Court at Rod Laver Arena,
Australian Open Tennis Tournament, Melbourne, 20 January 2011
digital print

From series: Australian Open Tennis Tournament at Melbourne Park, Melbourne, 20–21 January 2011
Pictures Collection
John Immig (b. 1940)

**Olympus Digital Cameras Ready for Recycling, New South Wales, March 2008**
digital print

From series: E-recycling, the Recycling of Electronic Equipment, New South Wales, March 2008
Pictures Collection

Charles Maurice Yonge (1899–1986)

**Sediment Pot, Low Islands, Queensland** 1928 or 1929
In album: *Album of the Great Barrier Reef Expedition in the Low Islands Region, Queensland, 1928–1929*
gelatin silver print

From series: Great Barrier Reef Expedition, 1928–1929
Pictures Collection

Charles Bayliss (1850–1897)

**Classroom with a Display of Machinery at Sydney Technical College** 1889
In album: *Photographs of Premises Occupied by the Board of Technical Education of New South Wales, 1889*
albumen silver print

Pictures Collection
Unknown photographer

Golden Fleece Petrol Pumps
between 1974 and 1979
type C prints

From series: Ampol and Caltex Photograph Collection, c. 1946–c. 1996
Pictures Collection

Unknown photographer

New Lighting Kerosene Dispensing Pump Installed in
Service Station, South Australia, April 1956
gelatin silver print

From series: Ampol and Caltex Photograph Collection, c. 1946–c. 1996
Pictures Collection

Unknown photographer

View of the Capstan Used to Pull Tank Rail Cars up to
the Discharge Points Waiting for Instalment at the Lithgow Depot,
New South Wales 1955
gelatin silver print

From series: Ampol and Caltex Photograph Collection, c. 1946–c. 1996
Pictures Collection
John Mulligan (1927–1996)

Pair of Wire Shopping Trolleys Stacked Together, Bankstown, Sydney, 19 June 1963
digital reproduction from acetate negative

From series: John Mulligan Photograph Collection, c. 1960–1976
Pictures Collection

Wolfgang Sievers (1913–2007)

Laboratory Stone Crusher, Vickers Ruwolt, Burnley, Victoria 1968
gelatin silver print

From series: Wolfgang Sievers Photographic Archive, 1938–1991
Pictures Collection

Wolfgang Sievers (1913–2007)

Electric Drill, Sher Power Tools, Abbotsford, Victoria 1961
gelatin silver print

From series: Wolfgang Sievers Photographic Archive, 1938–1991
Pictures Collection

Wolfgang Sievers (1913–2007)

Laboratory Stone Crusher, Vickers Ruwolt, Burnley, Victoria 1968
gelatin silver print

From series: Wolfgang Sievers Photographic Archive, 1938–1991
Pictures Collection
Wolfgang Sievers (1913–2007)

**Morgards Hammer for Mining Industry, Vickers Ruwolt, Burnley, Victoria** 1962
gelatin silver print

From series: Wolfgang Sievers Photographic Archive, 1938–1991
Pictures Collection

Wolfgang Sievers (1913–2007)

**Machinery for Winding Paper at APPM, Burnie, Tasmania** 1962
gelatin silver print


Wolfgang Sievers (1913–2007)

**Gears and Housing by Vickers Ruwolt, Burnley, Victoria** 1971
gelatin silver print

From series: Wolfgang Sievers Photographic Archive, 1938–1991
Pictures Collection

Wolfgang Sievers (1913–2007)

**Matches, Bryant & May, Richmond, Victoria** 1939
gelatin silver print

From series: Wolfgang Sievers Photographic Archive, 1938–1991
Pictures Collection
Wolfgang Sievers (1913–2007)

Aluminium Rolls at Alcoa, Point Henry, Victoria 1978
gelatin silver print

From series: Wolfgang Sievers Photographic Archive, 1938–1991
Pictures Collection

Wolfgang Sievers (1913–2007)

Aluminium Profiles at Comalco’s Yennora Plant, New South Wales 1965
gelatin silver print

From series: Wolfgang Sievers Photographic Archive, 1938–1991
Pictures Collection

Wolfgang Sievers (1913–2007)

Wool Bobbins at Yarra Falls Limited, Melbourne 1960
gelatin silver print

From series: Wolfgang Sievers Photographic Archive, 1938–1991
Pictures Collection

Wolfgang Sievers (1913–2007)

Aluminium Ingots at Alcoa, Point Henry, Victoria 1973
gelatin silver print

From series: Wolfgang Sievers Photographic Archive, 1938–1991
Pictures Collection
**Wolfgang Sievers (1913–2007)**

**APPM Fine Paper, Burnie, Tasmania** 1962
gelatin silver print

From series: Associated Pulp and Paper Mills, Burnie, Tasmania, 1956–1962,  
part of Wolfgang Sievers Photographic Archive, 1938–1991  
Pictures Collection

---

**Wolfgang Sievers (1913–2007)**

**Twist Drill Bits, Threading Taps and Lip and Spur Drill Bits at Sutton Tools, Clifton Hill, Victoria** 1960
gelatin silver print

From series: Wolfgang Sievers Photographic Archive, 1938–1991  
Pictures Collection

---

**Wolfgang Sievers (1913–2007)**

**Bag of Kimpton’s Finest Australian Flour, Kimpton’s Flour Mill, Geelong, Victoria** 1957
gelatin silver print

From series: Wolfgang Sievers Photographic Archive, 1938–1991  
Pictures Collection

---

**Charles J. Page (b. 1946)**

**Australian Antarctic Territory, Abandoned Russian Fuel Dump, 1993** printed 2005
gelatin silver print

Pictures Collection
Ian Kenins

Galvanised Drums Cool Down before Being Packed and Sent Back to Client, Preston, Victoria 1995
gelatin silver print

From series: The Factory, Galvanizing Industries, Preston, Victoria, 1995
Pictures Collection

Bill Pedersen for Australian News and Information Bureau

Bagged Rice on Pallets, Murrumbidgee Irrigation Area, New South Wales 1967
gelatin silver print

From series: Australian Information Service Collection
Pictures Collection
John Immig (b. 1940)

Holding Tank Dewatering Bore, Emblem Park, Wagga Wagga, New South Wales, 30 January 2003
gelatin silver print

From series: Urban Salinity, Wagga Wagga, New South Wales, 30 January 2003
Pictures Collection

Unknown photographer

2BA Bega, Hose Reel and Engine, New South Wales, 7 April 1965
gelatin silver prints

Pictures Collection

Australian News and Information Bureau

Pipes Leading into a Water Reservoir on Elcho Island, Northern Territory 1958
gelatin silver print

Pictures Collection

Russ Ashton (1925–2003)

Gauge on the Gordon River, Downstream from Gordon Dam, Tasmania between 1964 and 1970
gelatin silver print

From series: Russ Ashton Photographic Collection, 1948–1989
Pictures Collection
E.W. Searle (1887–1955)

Water Pump, Paddington, Sydney  c. 1935
digital reproduction from nitrate negative

From series: E.W. Searle Collection of Photographs, c. 1900–c. 1955
Pictures Collection

Unknown photographer

Wagga Line Depot, Solar Hot Water System, New South Wales  1960
gelatin silver print

Pictures Collection

Unknown photographer

Visual Indicator Used by E.W. Searle, Camden, New South Wales  1938
gelatin silver print

From series: E.W. Searle Collection of Photographs, c. 1900–c. 1955

Hermann J. Asmus

Scientific Apparatus  1939
gelatin silver print

From series: Hermann J. Asmus Collection, Asia and Australia, 1907–1939
Pictures Collection
Hermann J. Asmus

Scientific Apparatus 1939
gelatin silver print

From series: Hermann J. Asmus Collection, Asia and Australia, 1907–1939
Pictures Collection

Hermann J. Asmus

Scientific Apparatus 1939
gelatin silver print

From series: Hermann J. Asmus Collection, Asia and Australia, 1907–1939
Pictures Collection

Pictures Collection

John Flynn (1880–1951)

Alf Traeger Transmitting by a Pedal-powered Wireless c. 1929
gelatin silver print

Pictures Collection
William G.A. Lewis

Serviceton Signal Box, Victoria, Showing the South Australian Railway’s Instruments on Left and the Victorian Railway’s Instruments on Right, including Two Clocks Showing the Different Times in Each State, April 1938
gelatin silver print

From series: Buckland Collection of Railway Transport Photographs, c. 1930–1988
Pictures Collection

Attributed to John Flynn (1880–1951)

Morse Typewriter Used on the Resonian Trip to the Northern Territory Led by John Flynn between 1932 and 1940
colour lantern slide

From series: Australian Inland Mission Collection, c. 1912–c. 1955
Pictures Collection

Unknown photographer

Switchboard at Leeton before Alterations, New South Wales 1960
gelatin silver print

Pictures Collection
Gordon Undy (b. 1940)

Arno and His Wall, Winton, Queensland  1995
gelatin silver print

From series: Winton, Queensland, 1995, part of Regional Cities and Major Towns Project
Pictures Collection

Richard Woldendorp (b. 1927)

Old Wooden Gold Battery Relic, Meekatharra Goldfields, Western Australia  1974
type C print

Pictures Collection

John Joshua (1893–1974)

British (left) and German (right) 20-pound Aerial Bombs
Next to Truck, France  1917
gelatin silver print

From series: John Joshua Collection of World War 1 Aviation Photographs, 1915–1918
Pictures Collection

John Joshua (1893–1974)

Wrecked Engine from RE8 Aeroplane, France  1918
gelatin silver print

From series: John Joshua Collection of World War 1 Aviation Photographs, 1915–1918
Pictures Collection
Gordon Undy (b. 1940)

Smelter Remains, Chillagoe, Queensland  between 1994 and 1996
gelatin silver print

Pictures Collection

Gordon Undy (b. 1940)

Venus Battery, Charters Towers, Queensland  between 1994 and 1996
gelatin silver print

Pictures Collection

Brendon Kelson (b. 1935)

Chimney, Glen Osmond Smelter, South Australia, Looking towards City of Adelaide  1996
gelatin silver print

One of a few remaining structures relating to the beginning of Australian mining. Silver-lead mining here led on to the copper find at Kapunda and Burra and Australia’s first mineral discovery and rush.

From series: South Australian Copper Industry and Towns, Glen Osmond, Kapunda, Burra, Port Wakefield, 1996
Pictures Collection
Frank H. Johnston (1910–1989)

Hide Stretched over Wheel Rim to Make Harness Leather 1958
digital reproduction from acetate negative

From series: Frank Johnston Collection of Photographs of the Cattle Industry in the Northern Territory, the Kimberley and Queensland, 1951–1961
Pictures Collection